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Smith, “Image and Imagery in Joyce's Portrait
” (1973)



Smith, “Image and Imagery in Joyce's Portrait
” (1973)



Pandybat

http://jesuitcommunicationcentre.newsweaver.com/Newsletter/usmivohfb9x



Outline

• Introducing Smith’s Visualization
• Reviving John B. Smith
• Some asides about  Voyant
• Reflect on Replication

Replicants



Smith’s Tool
(according to the article)

• Custom dictionary of 1300 words with 
emotional valence

• Divided text into 500 word chunks
• Frequency of words per chunk
– (Some weighting)
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Imagery And The Mind Of Stephen Dedalus



Jupyter Notebook
https://github.com/sgsinclair/epistemologica/blob/master/

Smith-Imagery.ipynb



http://bit.ly/29TOgYE



voyant-tools.org / hermeneuti.ca













Smith, ARRAS (1984)



Baird, Thing Knowledge (2004)

Part of the reason instruments have largely escaped 
the notice of scholars and others interested in our 
modern techno-scientific culture is language, or 
rather its lack. Instruments are developed and used 
in a context where mathematical, scientific, and 
ordinary language is neither the exclusive vehicle of 
communication nor, in many cases, the primary 
vehicle of communication. Instruments are crafted 
artifacts, and visual and tactile thinking and 
communication are central to their development 
and use. (p. XV)



Zombie Interpretation

The Novel

Joyce’s Theory

Tool(s)

Visualization

Interpretation

Implementation (Modelling) Analysis

Reinterpret



Re-Re Words

Revivification, Recapitulation, 
Recapture, Recovery, Replication, 
Reflection, Reproduction, Relive, 

Respond, Reinterpretation, 
Recreate



Enculturational Model
The model which seems most appropriate is one 
which involves the transmission of a culture which 
legitimates and limits the parameters requiring 
control in the experimental situation, without 
necessarily formulating, enumerating or 
understanding them, and which ipso-facto generates 
the set of anomalous experiments (failures which 
can't be explained by uncontrolled legitimate 
parameters).

An important corollary of this model is that the 
transfer of knowledge is not directly monitorable." 

(Collins, “The Seven Sexes”, 207)



Exploratory Archaeology

• Lack of clear aims
• Insufficient detail on materials and methods
• Compromises over authentic materials
• Inappropriate parameters
• Lack of academic context

Outram, “Introduction to experimental 
archaeology” 2008



Silents Now
http://silent-no.co.uk



Th[i,a]nk(s) geoffrey.rockwell@ ualberta.ca
Tapor.ca

John B. Smith and Imagery: 
https://github.com/sgsinclair/epistemologica/blob/
master/Smith-Imagery.ipynb

Are you a 
replicant?


